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Adaptive systems manage and regulate the behavior of devices or other systems using control loops to automatically adjust the

value of some measured variables to equal the value of a desired set-point. These systems normally interact with physical parts

or operate in physical environments, where uncertainty is unavoidable. Traditional approaches to manage that uncertainty

use either robust control algorithms that consider bounded variations of the uncertain variables and worst-case scenarios, or

adaptive control methods that estimate the parameters and change the control laws accordingly. In this paper we propose to

include the sources of uncertainty in the system models as irst-class entities using random variables, in order to simulate

adaptive and control systems more faithfully, including not only the use of random variables to represent and operate with

uncertain values, but also to represent decisions based on their comparisons. Two exemplar systems are used to illustrate and

validate our proposal.

CCS Concepts: · Software and its engineering → Software design engineering; Model-driven software engineering;

· Computing methodologies→ Uncertainty quantiication.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Model-based Software Engineering, Control systems, Self-adaptive systems, Uncertainty.

1 INTRODUCTION

An adaptive system is a system that changes its behavior in response to its environment or to changes in its
interacting parts. In general, these systems are rather complex to design, prove correct and optimize, and therefore
simulations are used to analyze not only their behavior but also their properties of interest. In this context, models
are used to represent the relevant characteristics of the system under study, whereas the simulations represent
the evolution of the model over time [43].
Simulations are commonly used in domains where physical artifacts are costly to build and deploy, such as

manufacturing [26] or robotics [32]. A typical example is an automated assembly line, in which conveyor belts
and gantries are used to transport semi-assembled parts from one workstation to another, and the parts are
added in sequence until the inal assembly is produced. These systems are thoroughly simulated before they are
deployed to ensure correct behavior once they are built. However, when deployed, they most often require some
ine-tuning. The problem is that their physical parts and elements are never perfect: they contain looseness and
small inaccuracies that need to be adjusted for. These inaccuracies are not usually captured by the models, often
resulting in parts falling of the trays or clamps not gripping the items when initially deployed, for example.

Reality is indeed diferent from the model and its simulation because, e.g., the values obtained from the sensors
are actually imprecise, the physical contour of the parts is not exactly the same in all cases, or the moving times
are not always precise. Since this uncertainty is usually not explicitly considered Ð despite being an essential
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aspect of any physical system [12, 19] Ð the decisions made by the control system to order movements or to
make adaptations are based on imprecise information that can even lead to catastrophic failures.

The usual solution to deal with uncertainty in these situations, including not only manufacturing but also in all
types of control systems [10], uses robust control, a conservative strategy that relies on estimating static upper
bounds on the variations of the variables, and assumes worst-case scenarios. This approach is easy to implement,
but it may be too conservative in many situations and therefore sub-optimal Ð e.g., wasting too many resources
or arriving at non-optimal approximations. Adaptive control systems aim at addressing this problem by using
dynamic variables (instead of upper bound constants) to control the system’s behavior. Although this strategy
results in simulations that are more faithful to reality, they are much more diicult to develop and prove correct
because all uncertainty operations, as well as the propagation of uncertainty, need to be manually and explicitly
programmed by the software engineer. At the simulation level, this is commonly achieved using some of the
existing uncertainty propagation packages, such as [2, 22, 23] (see [41] for a comprehensive list), but they are still
quite complex to use. More importantly, these packages enable the propagation of uncertainty through arithmetic
operations on uncertain numbers, but their comparison is not usually implemented. Indeed, these packages
only ofer crude support for comparing uncertain values, and we shall see that this is an essential operation for
operating with uncertainty in a more precise manner.
In this paper we propose to use random variables as irst-class entities in programs and models to represent

and operate with the system uncertain values, including their comparison. In this way, the controller is going
to be able to manage the uncertainties and then the simulations are going to be much more faithful than they
currently are.
Our concrete claims are that (1) we need to include the sources of uncertainty as irst-class entities in the

system models, and (2) they should be better handled by the type system, and not by the programmers. This
will enable the natural representation and management of uncertain numbers in models, and the automatic
propagation of uncertainty through operations, which are cumbersome and error-prone tasks when performed
manually by the programmers. In addition, it will allow the explicit representation of the uncertainty that occurs
when two uncertain numbers are compared.

The organization of the paper is as follows. After this introduction, Section 2 briely describes the context and
background of our work. Then, Section 3 presents our proposal, starting with a running example that serves to
illustrate our approach. We then describe how to represent and manage some of the uncertainties that afect
that system. Another example is used to illustrate further uncertainties in a more complex setting. After that,
Section 4 discusses some of the advantages and possible limitations of our proposal. Finally, Section 5 relates our
proposal to similar works, and Section 6 concludes with an outlook on future work.
Open research: All the software, artifacts and results described in the paper are publicly available from

https://github.com/atenearesearchgroup/uncertainty-aware-adaptive-systems.

2 CONTEXT

2.1 Introduction to the Chasing Robot

In this Section we present background concepts using a toy example of the simulation of a Chasing Robot model
where a robot must follow a moving target, staying as close as possible to the target but without ever going
under a speciied safety distance (e.g., 1 m). To keep it simple, we only consider a target moving at a constant
speed (e.g., 2 m/s) in straight line.

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the Chasing Robot Example.

The chasing robot is controlled by a straightforward PID controller,1 as illustrated in Figure 1 and detailed in
the Python code below:

Simulating this model consists in having a loop that:

(1) moves the target by calling its move() method with a given delta time (dt)
(2) asks the controller to move the robot it controls with the same delta time. This is implemented by method

move_robot() below.

1A proportionalśintegralśderivative (PID) controller is a control loop mechanism that continuously calculates an error value as the diference

between a desired setpoint and a measured process variable and applies a correction based on proportional, integral, and derivative terms

(denoted P, I, and D respectively) [1].

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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As expected, after an initial acceleration phase, the chasing robot speed converges towards following its target
at the required distance. To assess the controller performance, we consider two indicators: (1) the minimum
distance ever reached between the chasing robot and its target, and (2) the average distance over the entire
course. The goal is, of course, to obtain the smallest possible average distance without ever going under the safety
distance.

Our BaseLine Controller simulation2 performs relatively well with respect to these indicators: starting 10 m
behind the target, it ends up after 30s with an average distance of 2.0 m and a minimum one of 1.07 m. However,
when tried in a real situation (i.e., not a simulated one), the chasing robot would violate the safety distance, and
even in some cases crash into the target. The reason is that reality is much more uncertain than our simple model.

2.2 Uncertainty sources

References [38, 44] summarize the main sources of uncertainty found in cyber physical systems. In this paper, we
only focus on measurement uncertainty [3, 18]. In the chasing robot example, we can identify two sources of
measurement uncertainty: (1) when calculating the distance to the target we rely on, e.g., ultrasound sensors that
yield imprecise data, and (2) when setting the speed of the robot, its actual speed might be a bit diferent due to
inertia and friction.

Once again, for the sake of simplicity in this section we will only consider (1), i.e., the distance uncertainty. In
our simulation, we can introduce a distance sensor uncertainty by adding a random value � to the computation
of the distance by a Mobile. � is chosen within a normal distribution, with an average value of 0 (no skew) and a
standard deviation depending on the actual distance (due to the speed of sound) of � ∗ (1 + 0.25 ∗ ����_��������).

Now, if we run again our simulation several times with increasing values of � , we can indeed see that as soon
as � ≥ 0.0325 m the chasing robot can violate the safety distance.

2.3 Robust control

In control theory, robust control is an approach to make a controller work in the presence of uncertainty, assuming
that certain variables will be unknown but bounded [1]. These robust methods aim to achieve robust performance
and/or stability in the presence of bounded modeling errors. We can thus implement a variant of our BaseLine
Controller that we call RobustController, that basically takes a ixed safety margin of 10 × � when computing
the error to be minimized in the PID control:

That works well: for e.g., � = 0.0325 m the chasing robot always stays above the safety distance (at least
2.05 m). However its overall performance is not so good, with an average distance of only 2.55 m, which is too

2Each simulation is repeated 30 times to deal with pseudo-random number generation issues.

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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conservative. The goal of this paper is to investigate whether we can do any better by considering the distance
returned by the sensors as an explicit random variable, i.e., treat this kind of random variables as irst class entities
in our adaptive control programs.

3 UNCERTAINTY-AWARE CONTROL SYSTEMS

In this section we describe our proposal, and illustrate it on the chasing robot example discussed above. Our
approach consists in three steps:

• Identify the possible sources of uncertainty
• Explicitly represent them so that they can be managed
• Incorporate them into the control loop, to improve the decision process of the control system in such a
way that it can manage the identiied uncertainties.

3.1 The Chasing robot example revisited

In our simple chasing robot example, we only consider the uncertainty due to the estimation of the distance to
the target. Since we know that the distance sensor returns a value within a normal distribution with standard
deviation of � , we are going to explicitly model that return value with a random variable � having this � standard
deviation. Then, in the control loop of the robot, we can use � to make decisions (this approach is sometimes
called adaptive control).

For most systems, including mission critical ones, reliability is not absolute but estimated in terms of the prob-
ability of not failing the mission. Depending on the stakes, this probability can range from 0.999 to 0.9999999999
or more, and is usually made readable by "counting the 9’s". For instance, a probability of 0.999 is called 3 nines.

In the case of our chasing robot, this makes it possible to let the user choose the level of risk she wants to take,
and use it as a parameter for controlling the robot. For example, for a 3 nines probability of keeping the safety
distance, probability theory tells us that we need to take a margin of 3.29� , while for 5 nines we need 4.41� .
We can easily model that in Python using the class ufloat from the uncertainties package that provide basic
support for random variables:

1 class ProbabilisticController (BaseLine):

2 def __init__(self , robot: Robot , kp: float , ki: float , kd: float , risk: float):

3 super().__init__(robot , kp, ki, kd)

4 self.confidence = self.confidence_interval[risk]

5

6 confidence_interval = {.90:1.64 , .99:2.67 , .999:3.29 , .9999:3.89 , .99999:4.41}

7

8 def get_error(self , target_distance: float) -> ufloat:

9 distance = self.robot.get_distance(self.target)

10 return ufloat(distance , abs ((1+0.25* distance)*Mobile.sensor_accuracy))

11

12

13 class PXNinesController (ProbabilisticController):

14 def __init__(self , robot: Robot , kp: float , ki: float , kd: float , risk: float):

15 super ().__init__(robot , kp, ki, kd, risk)

16

17 def get_error(self , target_distance: float) -> float:

18 distance = super().get_error(target_distance)

19 return distance.nominal_value - distance.std_dev*self.confidence -target_distance # p>risk

Figure 2 summarizes the performance of various versions of our chasing robot controller when � increases.
It is obtained by running each chasing robot for 30 seconds and plotting both its real minimum and average
distance to the target. The experiment is repeated 30 times to account for random perturbations.
When the precision of the distance sensor degrades, the BaseLine controller fails, going below the safety

distance (1 m) as explained above. In contrast, the RobustController is too cautious and we can see how its

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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Fig. 2. Performance of various control algorithms for the chasing robot example.

performance degrades as the precision of the sensors decreases: it stays too far behind the target. However, our
two versions of an uncertainty aware controller (P3Nines and P5Nines) are making a good trade of between
quality of service (average distance) and safety (not going under 1 m).

Since this example is very simple, the basic support for random variables currently found in, e.g., Python, is good
enough to handle it. However, as soon as computations need to be done manually on random variables, things
get much more complicated to handle at the programmatic level without strong support for treating random
variables as irst class entities, including support for comparison operators among them. Let’s demonstrate that
in the next section with another example, the ZNN system, which is a bit more complex than the chasing robot
system.

3.2 The Znn.com system

Znn.com is a news service that is commonly used as an example of a self-adaptive system [35]. Its architecture is
shown in Figure 3. The system comprises several Servers, some of which can be inactive, and a load balancer
(Dispatcher) in charge of receiving requests from Clients and selecting the active server that will process them.
The system monitors the dispatcher and the servers to make decisions in order to optimize its behavior.

One typical example is the invariant stating that the current system response time � for any request should
always stay below some threshold ���� . When a request is received, the Dispatcher tries to ind an active server
able to process the request and respond to the originating client within the required time limit. If none is found,
the dispatcher activates one of the inactive servers and sends the pending request to it. If all servers are active
and none of them can ensure processing the request within the required timeframe, the request is denied and
returned to the client. Server activation takes some time, the so-called starting latency. If a server is inactive for
more than a certain time, it shuts itself down to save energy and waits for the dispatcher to activate it when
required.
Our exemplar system comprises one dispatcher and four servers, all initially inactive. Four clients generate

requests at a given pace. For simplicity, we assume that the processing time of all requests is the same, namely 20
time units.

To simulate this ZNN system we decided to use UML executable models, in order to show how our approach can
be used with diferent paradigms, i.e., it can work with both modeling and programming languages. In particular,

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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Fig. 3. The ZNN.com system architecture.

we have used UML and OCL [28] to specify the ZNN system, and the UML-based Speciication Environment
(USE) [14] to execute the UML system speciications. The use of such high level speciications provides interesting
beneits, such as that we can abstract away from any concrete implementation, focusing on high-level models
that allow run-time veriication of system properties, and thus they require a very lightweight development
process. Furthermore, these UML models could be formally analyzed using high-level validation tools [15], or
transformed into concrete implementations if needed.

3.2.1 Baseline behavior. We simulated the system using diferent workloads, depending on the pace at which
the clients issue their requests. In the low workload (LW) scenario, each client issues a request every 30 time
units. Under medium workload (MW), requests are issued every 20 time units (i.e., same as the processing time
of requests). This simulates a stable system that works at optimal performance. In the heavy workload (HW)
scenario, clients issue their requests every 18 time units, to ensure that servers cannot process all incoming
requests. Assuming that the response time limit is 62 time units (i.e., ���� = 62) and that all clients issue their
requests at the same time, the simulations show that no requests are overdue in any scenario, and that no requests
are denied either under low and medium workloads. However, around 7.53% of the requests are denied under
heavy workload, as theoretically expected: the throughput of the four clients is, respectively, 2.6666, 4.0 and
4.4444 requests per time unit in each scenario, while the combined processing capability of the servers is always
4.1333. This means that 7.5267% of the requests (=4.4444/4.1333 - 1.0) should be denied in the heavy workload
scenario, as the simulations corroborate.

The three key decisions that the components of the system should make are: (1) whether a server can accept a
request because it is able to respond to it in time; (2) whether a request is ready to be responded because its has
been processed; and (3) whether a request is overdue.

These decisions can be implemented by the following query operations of a server (they are speciied in OCL):

1 fits(r:Request):Boolean =

2 r.finishTime - r.arrivalTime + self.swapTime < self.config.RMax

3

4 hasFinished(r:Request ,now:Real):Boolean =

5 r.finishTime <= now

6

7 isOverdue(r:Request):Boolean =

8 (self.actualFinishTime - self.arrivalTime) > self.config.RMax

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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Table 1. Baseline system: % of denied and overdue requests under medium (20) and heavy (18) workloads.

Proc.Time

Uncert. Denied-20 Overdue-20 Denied-18 Overdue-18

0.0 0.00% 0.00% 7.81% 2.52%

0.1 0.00% 0.00% 7.81% 2.53%

0.2 0.00% 0.00% 7.27% 2.66%

0.3 0.00% 0.00% 7.54% 2.76%

0.4 0.00% 0.00% 7.27% 3.01%

0.5 0.00% 0.03% 7.81% 2.27%

0.6 0.00% 0.03% 7.81% 3.32%

0.7 0.00% 0.03% 7.81% 3.33%

0.8 0.00% 0.05% 7.54% 3.48%

0.9 0.00% 0.13% 7.27% 3.76%

1.0 0.00% 0.16% 7.54% 4.52%

In the last operation, isOverdue(), the value of attributes arrivalTime and actualFinishTime are set by
the server when the request is accepted and when it is removed from its queue of pending requests, respectively.

3.2.2 A more realistic behavior. As mentioned in the introduction, reality is diferent from simulations, especially
in the case of physical systems that are subject to diferent types of uncertainties. In this paper we assume that
data collected from the environment can never be directly observed without noise, and also that an accurate
model of the environment cannot be obtained [7, 27]. These are inherent characteristics of any physical system,
and therefore cannot be neglected.

Let us consider here two sources of uncertainty that may afect our system:

• The actual time taken by a server to process a request is not a ixed value, but a random variable. This may
cause the actual processing time to be greater than the expected one. Thus, a server may accept a request
because, according to its calculations, it is able to respond to it within the required time, but then the actual
processing time is longer than expected and the response is delayed.

• Clocks have some imprecision. Even if we assume that the deviations are only of micro-time units (i.e.,
10−6), this can cause some comparisons between time variables to fail. We will see how this can cause some
requests to be delayed, because when the system checks if a request has inished, the comparison fails and
the request has to wait for the next clock cycle to be answered, hence causing unnecessary delays.

These two aspects correspond to measurement uncertainties [18], which afect the values of the variables
managed by the simulation. To evaluate the efect of such uncertainties, we developed a simulation system
(hereinafter, the Baseline system) where the values of the variables could have small variations, due to the lack
of precision of the sensors (e.g., the clock readings) or indeterminacy of the environment (e.g., variations in the
processing times of the requests due to other concurrent executing tasks running in the server).
To illustrate the efects of such uncertainties, Table 1 shows the percentage of denied and overdue requests

under medium and heavy workloads, for diferent levels of processing time imprecision. The irst column displays
the value of the processing time uncertainty, which ranges between 0 and 5% of the processing time of each
request, i.e., between 0 and 1 time units. This is used by the system to assign each request a deviation from
its expected processing time, which simulates a more realistic situation where the actual processing times of
requests are not perfect values but random variables. Of course, the heavier the workload the worst the results.

Figure 4 shows these results in a graphical way. Note how the percentages of denied requests maintains around
the łexpectedž theoretical value of 7.53% value. Sometimes it is even lower because the requests are accepted
based on their estimated processing times of 20 time units, and not on their actual processing times. In some

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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Fig. 4. Baseline system: % of denied and overdue requests under medium (20) and heavy (18) workloads.

cases, these decisions led to overdue responses. This is similar to the situation described in the introduction,
where the behavior of the machines and parts on the assembly line did not correspond to what was expected
from the simulations, and some parts fell of the trays, or the gantry grippers failed to grasp the parts.

3.2.3 Taming uncertainty: robust approach. As previously mentioned, robust control methods aim to achieve
robust performance and/or stability in the presence of bounded uncertainty [1]. These methods normally use
interval arithmetic [17, 40]. Thus, instead of representing a value as a single number � , interval arithmetic
represents each value as a range of possibilities deined by the interval [��, �� ] that contains � . The most
common use is in software, to keep track of rounding errors in calculations and of uncertainties in the knowledge
of the exact values of physical and technical parameters, so that reliable results can be guaranteed.
In the ZNN example, we implemented a robust solution using an interval of ±5� to ensure more than six

nines precision in the processing time (what we have called 1.0 conidence in Table 2). This can be implemented
by simply changing method fits() to include such a safety interval (note that in our case we use � = 1, and
therefore 5� = 5):

1 fits(r:Request):Boolean =

2 r.est_finishTime - r.arrivalTime + self.swapTime + 5.0 -- safety interval added

3 < self.config.RMax

However, it still does not work! We still get 0.08% overdue requests (see irst row of Table 2, under column
CI:PTU). Analyzing the causes, we realized that this is because we need to consider the second source of
uncertainty, i.e., the imprecision of the clock. As mentioned above, a slight variation of the clock readings may
cause that we miss one time step. For example, the actual inishing time of a request is 30.0, but the clock time is
29.9999999. Then, the comparison r.finishTime <= now returns false and the request has to wait for the next
time step.

To tackle this issue using a robust control approach, we substitute the uncertain variable (in this case, the clock
readings) by an interval, and use the interval in the comparison. With this, query hasFinished() is implemented
as follows:

1 hasFinished(r:Request ,now:Real):Boolean =

2 (now - r.finishTime).abs() <= 1.0)

This change has the desired efect, and no overdue requests are produced. However, the approach taken by
robust control systems is too coarse-grained and conservative, normally wasting too many resources or producing

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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Fig. 5. Comparing one random variable and one Real number.

sub-optimal results, as illustrated in the Chasing Robot example. This is where adaptive control systems come
into play.

3.2.4 Taming uncertainty: adaptive control. Adaptive control methods do not need a priori information about the
bounds on the uncertain or time-varying parameters. In contrast, their safety bounds can dynamically adapt to
improve the decisions made by the control loop. Random variables are commonly used instead of ixed-length
intervals, and ixed-bound intervals become conidence intervals (CI). For example, assuming that the actual
processing time of a request follows a normal distribution � ∼ � (�, �) with standard deviation � , we will use
such a random variable � instead of the Real value � [18]. Comparison are no longer Boolean values, but become
probabilities [3].

To illustrate the diference between the crisp, robust and adaptive approaches, consider the real values � = 20.0
and � = 20.7. Using Real arithmetic, � < � = true. Assuming a precision of � = 0.6 in the values of � , using a

robust control approach we would deine an interval of ±5� around � , i.e., �̂ = [17, 23]. In this case, given that

20.7 ∈ �̂ , then � < � = false.
Finally, using the adaptive control strategy, variable � would be modeled by a random variable � ∼ � (20, 0.6)

and the comparison � < � becomes � (� < 20.7) = 0.878. Such probability coincides with the area shaded in blue
in Figure 5.
To realize this adaptive control approach we only need to change the implementation of the two query

operations that compare the two random variables of our example, namely finishTime and now:

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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1 fits(r:Request):Boolean =

2 r.finishTime - r.arrivalTime + self.swapTime

3 + self.config._processingTimeUnc * self.tolerance(config.robustness) < self.config.RMax

4

5 hasFinished(r:Request ,now:Real):Boolean =

6 (now -r.finishTime).abs() <= self.config._clockUnc * self.tolerance(config.robustness))

In these speciications, variables _processingTimeUnc and _clockUnc correspond to the precision of the
requests processing times and the clock (1.0 and 10−6, respectively). They are both stored as attributes of class
Config. Operation tolerance() returns the number of � ’s required to obtain a given robustness, i.e., conidence.
For example, assuming that the variables follow Normal distributions, to obtain a conidence of 3 nines (0.999)
we need 3.29� .

The results obtained for diferent levels of conidence using an adaptive control strategy are shown in columns
CI:PTU and CI:PTU+CU of Table 2, and, graphically, in Figure 6. Column CI:PTU shows the percentage of overdue
requests taking into account only the request performance time uncertainty (PTU). In turn, Column CI:PTU+CU
shows the percentage of overdue requests taking into account both the request performance time uncertainty
and the clock uncertainty (CU).

Table 2. Percentage of overdue requests depending on the confidence level.

Conidence CI:PTU CI:PTU+CU Stochastic

Robust (1.0) 0.08% 0.00% 0.00%

0.9999 0.20% 0.11% 0.00%

0.999 0.72% 0.12% 0.00%

0.99 0.84% 0.15% 0.00%

0.98 0.85% 0.16% 0.00%

0.95 0.86% 0.22% 0.02%

Fig. 6. Percentage of overdue requests depending on the confidence level.

3.2.5 Taming uncertainty with random variables. The adaptive strategy that uses random variables and conidence
intervals to model some of the values of the system, but still uses crisp values with the rest. Our claim is that
this is not realistic, because in physical systems there are no exact values, they all are subject to uncertainty,
numerical approximations, or both. This is why physical variables should never be modeled by means of Real
numbers, but using uncertain numbers.
For example, assuming that � ∼ � (20, 0.6) and � becomes a random variable � ∼ � (20.7, 0.5), we get that

� (� < � ) = 0.48. This is graphically depicted in Figure 7, where the shaded area shows the value of the
comparison (check it against the area in Figure 5). By changing the standard deviation of the variables we obtain

ACM Trans. Model. Comput. Simul.
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Fig. 7. Comparing two random variables.

diferent values for that probability. The larger the variance, the more diicult it is to tell the two values apart,
and vice versa.
For implementing this approach we have used the Java library of datatypes extended with measurement

uncertainty deined in [3], which is also implemented in the tool USE to support uncertain numbers in UML and
OCL [29]. Essentially, this library extends the basic UML and OCL primitive datatypes (Real, Boolean, Integer,...)
with uncertainty by deining super-types for them, as well as the set of operations deined on the values of these
types. Thus, Real values with uncertainty are represented in terms of UReal values, which are composed of pairs
(�,�), also noted as � ± �, where � is the value, and � represents its uncertainty as the standard deviation of its
possible variations, according to the GUM international standard [18]. Likewise, a Boolean value � is lifted to
an UBoolean value �, which is a pair � = (�, �) in which � is a real number between 0 and 1 that represents the
conidence we assign to �. Comparison operators between UReal variables return UBoolean values. For example,
if � = 2.0 ± 0.3 and � = 2.5 ± 0.25, then � < � = Boolean(true,0.893), meaning that � < � with a conidence
of 0.893 [3]. Projection operation confidence() applied to an uncertain Boolean returns a probability, i.e., the
conidence assigned to that Boolean. Uncertain values then become irst-class entities of our models, and can
be managed and operated in a natural way by the underlying type system. Propagation of uncertainty through
operations is transparently taken care of by the type system, and comparisons are lifted to UBoolean values when
required. This greatly simpliies the management of uncertain numbers in both Java programs and UML/OCL
models.
Using these extended datatypes and operations, the critical queries in the ZNN system can be restated as

follows:
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1 fits(r:Request):Boolean =

2 (r.finishTime - r.arrivalTime + self.swapTime < self.config.RMax).confidence ()

3 >= self.config.robustness

4

5 hasFinished(r:Request ,now:UReal):Boolean =

6 (now >= r.finishTime).confidence () >= self.config.robustness

7

8 isOverdue(r:Request):Boolean =

9 (r.responseTime > self.config.RMax).confidence () >= self.config.robustness

We can see how we can now play with the level of conidence (robustness) required, thus being able to quantify
in a more precise way the degree of uncertainty with which we make decisions.
Last column (Stochastic) of Table 2 shows the percentage of overdue requests of a system that is simulated

using the strategy of representing physical attributes with random variables, i.e., uncertain reals. This is also
shown graphically in Figure 6. The last 0.02% is to be expected, because we are assuming a conidence of only
0.95 in our decisions. As in the example of the chasing robot, with this strategy we can obtain more faithful
simulations and therefore more accurate results.

4 DISCUSSION

So far we have shown how we are able to capture the inherent uncertainty of the possible values of the attributes
used in a control system by means of random variables, and the beneits of handing them as irst-class entities
of our programs or models with the appropriate libraries. This section provides some methodological guidance
on how our proposal can be used. Then, we discuss some further advantages and possible limitations of our
proposal, and inish with some open questions.
Note that the two examples we have used to illustrate our approach in this paper come from the realm of

physical systems, although our proposal is also applicable to scenarios where non-physical systems are considered.
Ultimately, what we propose is a more efective modeling approach for any application where uncertainty plays a
role, by considering uncertainty as a irst-class entity. For example, our proposal can be used in scenarios where
we are uncertain of the values of some parameters because the system is virtual, and decisions made by some
underlying real system may materialize diferent values over time. Likewise, it is applicable in situations where
we have to model the duration of tasks in software development environments, or where numerical errors in
computations may lead to inaccurate results.

4.1 Methodological guidelines

If one wants to leverage the use of uncertain variables in a consistent way across an application, the following 3
steps might be followed.

• First, identify all possible primary sources of uncertainty in a model or a program. In cyber-physical systems,
that is all the variables that store values which are read from system sensors. In other systems, it might be
variables whose values depend on the hardware platform on which the program would execute. This is for
example what may occur for virtual machines vs. hypervisors, e.g., in terms of the completion time of a
task.

• Then, for each uncertain variable, ind a law that models its probability distribution (e.g., normal, uniform,
etc.). Alternatively, if the law is unknown, one could resort to measurements and store the measured
distribution as a random variable (i.e., Type A evaluation of uncertainty [18]).

• Finally, propagate uncertainty across the source code. That is, each time an uncertain variable is used in a
computation, the result of the computation also becomes an uncertain variable. For instance, if � and �
are UReal variables, the result � of their comparison, � = � ≤ �, must be an uncertain variable, namely a
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UBoolean. Some easy-to-implement static analysis can help ensure that this rule is enforced across the
source code of an application.

This approach relies on the use of libraries supporting operations across uncertain basic data types (e.g., Ubooleans,
UIntegers, UReals). Several such libraries already exist, for Python (with some limitations with respect to
comparing uncertain variables), for Java (for instance the one we have developed in a previous work and which is
freely available in our Github repository https://github.com/atenearesearchgroup/uncertainty), and for UML/OCL,
this later one actually relying on the Java one.

4.2 Advantages

First, our proposal allows capturing the uncertainty of the data collected from the environment of the system in
an accurate way. This uncertainty basically depends on the precision of the sources of these data, i.e., on the
possible variations of their values. Such precision values become input parameters for the control algorithms.
Using these input parameters we have shown how explicit uncertainty management allows us to choose the

level of łriskž we want to take between the too naive (i.e., crisp) vs. the too conservative (i.e., robust) approaches.
Thus, such a level of risk (e.g., the acceptable failure rate, the admissible deviations from a theoretical ground
truth, or the allowable degree of uncertainty in the value of an attribute) becomes a parameter we can play with
Ð something essential for, e.g., software certiication.

In this way, we can make trade-ofs to achieve acceptable compromises depending on the precision of the
sensors, which is not the case now, as current control algorithms tend to use an all-or-nothing strategy. For the
‘all’ case, they decide the level of risk they want to take (maybe none in case of critical systems) and then build
the control system based on this level. However, in our proposal the level of risk is a parameter of the controller,
and we can decide (even at runtime) the trade-of we want to make and thus the level of risk acceptable for our
system.
Working on the opposite direction, based on a given level of risk (or of robustness) and on the expected

behavior of the system, we can decide about the required precision of the sensors that we need to install in
our system to ensure that level of risk. This is very useful for systems where the costs of their parts (e.g., the
sensors) are important and should be maintained under control, but still ensure the required level of precision.
Note that the use of random variables provides more accurate estimations than those provided by current control
algorithms.

4.3 Potential limitations (and how to mitigate them)

Normality of the distributions. In the irst place, our proposal makes some assumptions that might not hold in
all situations. For example, we suppose that the random variables that represent the uncertainty of the attributes
of our control algorithms follow Normal distributions (as usually done in measurement [18]). Should this not be
the case, one solution would be to use Chebyshev’s inequality to determine the range of standard deviations
around the mean, and thus decide the level of robustness we are accepting. Note that the Chebyshev’s inequality
works for any type of distribution. Its practical usage is similar to the 68ś95ś99.7 rule, which applies only to
normal distributions. Chebyshev’s inequality is more general, stating that a minimum of just 75% of values must
lie within two standard deviations of the mean and 88.89% within three standard deviations. Although this is a
more conservative estimation that that used for the Normal distribution, it is still very useful to ensure acceptable
levels of risk.

Variable independence. Secondly, in this work we have made some assumptions regarding the independence
of the attributes when operating with their associated uncertainty using the closed-form solution. If such an
independence cannot be ensured, there are several ways to deal with dependent (i.e., correlated) variables. First,
if we know their covariances, most speciications and implementations support closed-form expressions of the
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operations with uncertainty when variables are dependent. However, the values of such covariances are rarely
known by users, and therefore they are not very useful in common practice. An alternative solution consists of
using the implementation of the operations based on samples (i.e., Type A evaluation of uncertainty [18]). This
is also the approach proposed by ISO, which is very general and powerful. However, it may have a signiicant
impact on the performance of the evaluation of the operations, given that they have to be applied to the samples,
hence introducing an overhead proportional to the sample size.

Precision estimation. Sometimes, estimating the precision of data collected from the environment is not an
easy task. Some common factors that make this task diicult include: the lack of information about the data
sources and their uncertainty; the efect of unreliable communication channels and networks, which can produce
large distortions in the values of the input data; or the degradation of data sources or communication channels
themselves, which can make the quality of the data received increasingly worse. In this paper we have assumed
that the precision of the input data is known and constant. As for the latter, it would not be diicult to deal with
variable precision, since functions can be used to deine the uncertainty of the UReal values. How to deal with
unknown and imprecise precision (i.e., a type of second-order uncertainty) remains part of our future work.

Usage complexity. This proposal adds a certain level of complexity related to the need to compare probabilistic
values, which is not required in more conventional approaches, such as those based on the inclusion of error
bounds. Instead of a single comparison, the developer must provide a piece of code that returns a Boolean value
under the probabilistic comparison, depending on the conidence level that can be accepted. While this introduces
some additional complexity, at the same time it clearly provides more reined and accurate results in terms of the
inal quality of the developed model.

4.4 Open questions

In addition to the potential beneits and limitations of our proposal, this section discusses some open issues that
we have found during its evaluation.

Domain expert implication. When incorporating measurement uncertainty information into a model, sometimes
it is diicult to identify the attributes that are subject to uncertainty. In general, all attributes that represent
physical variables should be subject to uncertainty, but there might be others. For example, some constants should
be endowed with uncertainty, too. The variability of the duration of tasks in certain processes, or of the cost of a
given product due to currency exchange luctuations, are uncertainties that need to be estimated. For this, the
judgment of the domain expert is essential, and communication with them is needed to clarify which attributes
should be endowed with this kind of information.

Representing and operating with uncertainty. There are diferent ways of representing measurement uncertainty,
especially for the uncertainty associated to numeric values. They include ranges, probability distributions of the
values, or the standard deviation of the variability of the measured attribute. From all the available alternatives,
we decided to use a library that implements the ISO VIM recommended representation and management of
measurement uncertainty, as deined in the GUM [18], which is also the notation used in most engineering
disciplines. Ranges and other kinds of possible expressions of the measurements deviations can be reduced to
this representation [18]. Similarly, Bayesian Probability [5], Fuzzy logic [46] or uncertainty theory [24] can be
used to assign conidence to uncertain Boolean values. All these theories have advantages and limitations (see,
e.g., [6, 21, 24]) but, as previously mentioned, we decided to use Bayesian Probability, which is the one that, in
our opinion, is the most well known and easily understood by software engineers. A proper comparison analysis
between the diferent approaches is left for future work. Likewise, the use of Type A representation of uncertainty,
which uses the value samples instead of closed-form equations to represent and propagate the uncertainty is
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something that we would like to explore further. Although a priori this would have a signiicant input on the
performance of the uncertainty analysis, the use of cheap hardware accelerators such as graphic cards might
provide efective solutions for these simple vector operations and therefore we could deal with uncertainty in a
more statistically precise manner.

5 RELATED WORK

Uncertainty in control systems and their simulation has been traditionally represented and managed using two
main approaches.

In the irst place, intervals to represent the possible values of uncertain attributes have been extensively used in
the simulation domain. For example, Fujimoto [11, 25] use time intervals to deal with the concepts of Approximate
Time and Approximate Time Event Ordering in the context of DEVS [43]. In their proposal, two events are
considered concurrent if the intervals representing their timestamps have a non-empty intersection. Other authors
have proposed to introduce uncertainty on the spatial properties of the model for obtaining speed-ups [13, 31].
Saadawi and Wainer also explored replacing time datatype in DEVS models by intervals in their RTA-DEVS
formalism [34]. Furthermore, two new extensions to DEVS, called UA-DEVS and IA-DEVS, provide methods to
specify uncertainty in the state, input, and output variables in addition to the time variable [40]. The former
deines a formal speciication of models including uncertainty speciications as intervals. The latter enables the
simulation of UA-DEVS models based on computational constraints (time, memory, etc.). This separation of
concerns allows the domain expert to deine the model once, and then simulate it with diferent constraints
without redeining the model. Other approaches, such as [20], make conservative decisions based on intervals to
robustify the speciication of controllers of cyber-physical systems so that they satisfy safety requirements under
uncertain conditions.

We see two major limitations of approaches based on intervals for specifying the possible values of uncertain
variables. On the one hand, they are very coarse-grained as we have seen in the examples shown above, which
results in very conservative (also called cautious) simulations [42]. On the other hand, specifying and operating
with intervals require a signiicant efort by the modeler since there is no direct support for making computations
with them, such as arithmetic operations or comparisons, which are really burdensome and error-prone tasks.

Other set of works study the relationship the uncertainty of the input parameters and that of the simulation
results, aiming at deining measures for risk quantiication under input uncertainty. In general, there are two
sources of uncertainty in a typical stochastic simulation experiment: the extrinsic uncertainty on input parameters
(also called input parameter uncertainty), and the intrinsic uncertainty on output response (referred to as stochastic
uncertainty) that relects the inherent stochasticity of the system. The variability of simulation output response
depends on both input uncertainty and stochastic uncertainty. Some authors [16, 45] propose nested Monte
Carlo simulation approaches to estimate them. Others [4] propose statistical methods for the calculation of
conidence intervals for the mean of a simulation output. As in our case, they obtain more accurate results than
those proposals that use interval arithmetic or very conservative (i.e., robust) estimations. However, both the
complexity of their calculations and their computational costs might hinder their applicability. In our case, the fact
that we assume Normal distributions and that uncertainty propagation is achieved using closed-form solutions
mitigate these issues.
Another group of papers provides alternative approaches to exploit approximation (hence uncertainty) for

improving the trade-of between performance and representativeness of simulation output, under uncertain event
occurrence [11, 31] or using approximated rollbacks [30]. Our proposal is orthogonal to these approaches, as
each focuses on diferent aspects of uncertainty.
Similarly, existing schemes for adaptive control used in industry provide reasonable heuristic approaches,

although they have the limitation that parameter uncertainties are not usually taken into account in the design
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of the controller. This has led to the notion of dual control [9, 39], which addresses this issue by considering
parameter uncertainties. In particular, explicit dual control algorithms, such as the ones used in our examples,
are based on the minimization of cost functions deined in terms of control losses and uncertainty measurements
(the measure of precision of the parameter estimation) [37]. Basically, the controller has a dual action: it follows
the control goal, i.e., the system output cautiously tracks the desired reference value; and it excites the plant so
that the control quality becomes better in future time intervals. One of the known problems with such control
algorithms is that they are complicated and not always feasible to implement in practical problems [37], which
hinders their applicability in real systems. What we have shown in this paper is that the use of a type system
that provides basic support for explicitly representing and operating with uncertain attributes and propagating
their associated uncertainty transparently greatly simpliies these problems. This makes it possible to obtain the
advantages of dual control algorithms while minimizing their limitations.
In this context, the explicit representation of uncertainty is also a challenge, especially in the context of

software models. The survey [38] covers current approaches, although signiicant challenges remain to be
addressed. In particular, there are very few libraries for programming or modeling languages that support
measurement uncertainty, i.e., the representation and operation of uncertain datatypes [3]. Even those that
support the propagation of uncertainty (e.g., [2, 22, 23, 41]) are quite complex to use and do not support the
comparison between uncertain numbers. This is a general problem that we have observed in most uncertainty
modeling proposals: they only deal with uncertain reals. However, in the physical world, all other primitive data
types also have uncertain values. In particular, logical variables representing decisions or comparisons between
quantities rarely have crisp true or false values. Instead, extensions to the Boolean logic enable dealing with
this type of uncertainty, including probability theory [5, 8], possibility theory (based on fuzzy logic [33, 46]),
plausibility (a measure in the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [36]), and uncertainty theory [24]. These
approaches assign diferent probabilities to propositions, rather than truth values, and probability formulas
replace truth tables. From the surveyed literature, in this paper we use the proposal presented in [3], which
provides a Java library that supports all UML and OCL primitive datatypes endowed with uncertainty. Moreover,
as mentioned above, probabilities tend to be easier for engineers to understand and manage than other measures
that quantify conidence or the likelihood of failure.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed to include the sources of uncertainty in system models as irst-class entities
using random variables, in order to simulate control systems more faithfully, including not only the use of
random variables to represent and operate with uncertain values, but also to represent decisions based on their
comparisons. We have illustrated the problem with the toy example of a Chasing Robot, and validated our
approach on the ZNN case study, which is a standard for the self-adaptive systems community.

Uncertainty is inherent in cyber-physical systems and we strongly believe that it should be handled explicitly
at every level, from requirements to design to code and validation. We have shown that this is not so diicult
to implement by leveraging emerging libraries for supporting sound computations on random variables. We
hope this paper would help in triggering a wider adoption of stochastic approaches for software controlling
cyber-physical systems.
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